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GRAPHIC:

At the end of the day…

HASHTAGS: #Quote #ROI #Truth #SEOAgency
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GRAPHIC:

3 Things you need to know before hiring us:

1. We are partners in your marketing process.
2. We listen so that we can achieve your goals.
3. We report as we go, so you can always see the wins.

HASHTAGS: #3things #SEO #Partnership #Monthlyreporting
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Even if you've tried SEO and Reputation Management and it didn't work, here's why
ours will work for you:

1. We listen to what your goals are
2. We build a strategy to meet those goals
3. We have proven results and testimonials galore!

TWITTER:

Even if you've tried SEO and Reputation Management and it didn't work, here's why
ours will work for you:

We listen to what your goals are
We build a strategy to meet those goals
We have proven results and testimonials galore!

HASHTAGS: #Listenfirst #SolutionBased #SEO

INSTAGRAM HASHTAGS: #Listenfirst #NovelIdea #SolutionBased #SEO
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The biggest struggle we help our clients with is getting more leads to generate more
customers.

HASHTAGS: #SEOAgency #LeadGeneration #Simplythebest #Findouthow
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If you could choose one topic for Brittany to do a live Clubhouse Q&A on, what would
it be?

Live Website Audit
Live Google My Business Local Audit

HASHTAGS: #Choices #Clubhouse #SEO #QandA
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How fast can you expect to see results when you work with us?

Results start 3 to 6 months after SEO is added.

What are you waiting for?

Book a free strategy session now! www.onethingmarketing.net/strategy-session

HASHTAGS: #SEOAgency #Question #SEO #OneThing
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Do you love, hate, or have a love-hate relationship with marketing?

HASHTAGS: #InquiringMinds #Marketing #Question #SEO
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I recently shared a key idea that made someone say, "I never thought of that before!"

Even if people are not leaving their homes, focus on your local search listings. You
can show up in the map’s area more if your website is optimized.

HASHTAGS: #LocalSEO #GMB #websiteoptimization #OneThing
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If we asked your customers, what would you say they love most about you?

HASHTAGS: #Reputationmanagment #Wordofmouth #SEO #B2C
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If you could wave a magic wand, what would your business look like three months
from now?

HASHTAGS: #LocalSEO #GMB #websiteoptimization #OneThing
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When it’s your office manager and best friend’s birthday, it gives us a reason to
celebrate.

Happy birthday, Charlie!

We wuff you!

If you wuff Charlie too, leave a comment!

HASHTAGS: #HB #Puppylove #Birthdayboy #SEO #Mascot


